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New European Driving Cycle assessment by means of particle size distributions in a light-duty diesel engine fuelled with different fuel formulations In order to obtain good accuracy in the decomposition of accumulation-mode and nucleation-mode particle con-111 centrations, particle size distributions can be decomposed by equation (1) according to [43] . It establishes that total 112 particle size distribution is the sum of both particle mode concentrations, assuming the log-normal size distribution 113 function:
In Equation (1), x is the ratio of the total concentrations number of two distributions, dp 1 , dp 2 , σ g1 and σ g2 are the 115 geometric mean diameters and geometric standard deviations of each peak, and N i is the particle number concentration 116 of particle size dp i . The fit was achieved by minimizing the mean square error function by means of the Nelder-Mead 117 simplex method.
118
Several studies proposed nucleation mode limits between 30 and 50 nm [44] . In this case, the nucleation-mode 119 particle concentration was decomposed from 5.6 to 30 nm, being the accumulation-mode particle concentration ranged 120 from 30 to 560 nm. To calculate total particle number (PN) concentration and geometric mean diameter (GMD), 121 equations 2 and 3 were used respectively:
When transient particle emission measurement is carried out, there are relevant difficulties associated with the 123 particle measurement that need to be taken into account when transient tests are being performed. The problem is that 124 particle analyzer usually has a longer response time than the rest of the measurement systems installed. Therefore,
125
particle emission measurement are slightly delayed in comparison with the rest of engine parameters. Since analyzers 126 measure particle concentration, the exhaust mass flow must be determined to calculate the instantaneous and accumu-127 lated number of particles emitted during the whole cycle. Therefore, the synchronization between the exhaust mass 128 flow and the particle concentration measurement devices becomes critical. The synchronizing method used in this work is widely described by Broatch et al. [45] .
130
Due to the fact that the study was focused on particle emission analysis comparison, a normalization between the 131 different particle emission levels produced with the six fuel used became necesary. In this regard, in order to stablish 132 a quantification differences, a "total particle-energy ratio" (TDER) has been calculated for each fuel formulation 
Test results and discussion

140
In this section, a detailed description of the results found during the assessment of NEDC with different fuel 141 formulations is presented. A brief engine performance explanation, a detailed particle emission evaluation, a particle 142 size distribution analysis and a geometric mean diameters calculation are included in the next subsections. zooms made at the end of NEDC, and at the end of the first urban driving cycle (ECE-15).
149
As shown in Zoom A of Figure 4 , at the end of the first urban cycle is possible to observe some differences in 150 fuel consumption. On one hand, when the FT fuel is used, it presents the lowest fuel consumption. parison. Thus, over 70% of total particle emitted belong to accumulation mode particle concentration. As shown in 195 Figure 6 .C, accumulation-mode particle concentration in the ECE-15 is very similar for all the fuels used, except BR 196 fuel, which has slighty higher accumulation-mode particle emission than any other fuel.
197
In contrast, Figure 6 .D clearly shows difference in accumulation-mode particle concentration. During the last part
198
of EUDC an increase in this particles type occurs. It is due to the power demand required by the engine, so both 199 injection pressure and injected fuel amount increase, and therefore accumulation-mode particle emission increases.
ramps. This behavior causes that GMD moves to a larger diameter since, although nucleation-mode particles are not 293 formed, accumulation particles remaining in the exhaust line are dragged and emitted during these deceleration ramps.
294
In the case of the EUDC, the geometric mean diameter is kept in a stable accumulation range as shown Figure 12 .
295
The major variations occur in the area where the velocity is 50 km/h. In this sense, a decrease in GMD is observed 296 when BS and BR fuels are used. It is due to the fact that nucleation-mode particles emitted during this strech are in 297 major presence of than D.7ppm fuel, so GMD decrease as PSD moves to nucleation zones. In contrast, an increase 298 in GMD is detected when BP and FT fuels are used due to the fact that particle mode concentration emitted are in When the analysis in this area was focused on D.50ppm, an increase in GMD respect to D.7ppm was found. In 301 this sense, an increase in accumulation-mode particle concentration lies in a decrease in GMD. 
Summary and conclusions
303
The experiments performed in this study have been carried out in a EURO 4 standards engine considering different 304 biofuels and fischer tropsch fuel. The original D.7ppm fuel is considered as a reference being compared with the 305 different fuels used. After present the most relevant conclusions on particle emission analysis, the main results of 306 particle size distribution and geometric mean diameter during NEDC have been highlighted.
• An increase in nucleation particles emission has been observed during the EUDC for BR, BS and BP fuels. For the D.50ppm fuel, the increase in PSD is noted for accumulation-mode particles.
• During the deceleration ramps in the whole cycle, all fuels show similar trend in GMD, being increased due 326 to the absence of nucleation-mode particles presence. In general terms, for ECE-15 phase, GMDs remain at 327 similar particle diameter independent of the fuel used. For EUDC case, a decrease in GMD is observed with BS 328 and BR fuels. Contrarily, an increase with D.50ppm, FT, and BP fuel were observed. Tables   -Table 1 .-Engine main characteristics.
- Table 2 .-Fuel properties.
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- Figure 1 .-Experimental setup for particle emission evaluation during NEDC. 
